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John Fredy Gil Bonilla 

 
 
Earnest love 
 
This love that no one can contain, 
This affection as a smouldering blaze, 
Making ashes this vague state. 
 
Is fire as fiery to become one flame?-- 
Is this force as smart as a florid maze? 
Can these glowing ashes blur one's gaze? 
 
How can love be as ernest as Sjöfn 
And conquer all deities that brought love? 
Love is as mighty as any god! 
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A long goodbye 
 
Shadowy day arrived in this sparkle night, 
 
Saying goodbye to this shooting light, 
These memories are like autumn in this dismal night! 
Not so far away as it has been made by this light! 
 
Those memories are eternal in our mournful minds, 
That presence might be so far as that light! 
But remained sharply hard in our minds! 
We may say goodbye to the fading of that light! 
 
 
The lady bird 
 
One mothy lady bird came into my room, 
Bringing a message into each of its glowing spots, 
One of them brought the light of doom, 
The other carried the light of lot. 
 
Evil brought that bug next to me-- who knows! 
Leaving gloomy spots in my dismal room, 
Bringing each of my feeling in a deep low! 
Is this a real bug or just a spirit in my fume! 
 
Fumes fade away with the presence of love, 
Iry pertains with the appearance of that wrecked bug, 
Neither gods nor mortals can handle with such governed passion! 
Passion that turns all beings into one mothy lady bird! 
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